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Abstract
This paper presents an extensive literature review of the psychology of facelift patients as it has evolved over the past 50 years. Earlier studies revealed significant levels of pre and perioperative depression. Facelift patients generally exhibit emotional and social concerns about facial appearance that are higher than the general population. Many are undergoing midlife situational stresses and may lack the positive characteristics to deal with them. The most common diagnoses seen include depression, impulsivity, unstable personality, and passive dependence, albeit not necessarily serious. Improvement in body image is the major driver for surgery. Characteristics of female patients as defined by their age are described. These include the younger emotionally dependent group, the worker group of middle age, and the older grief group. Male patients are seen to have a higher level of psychological dysfunction, but a higher improvement in postoperative quality of life. Motivations for surgery include increasing self-esteem, making new friends, improving relationships, and getting better jobs. Overall patient satisfaction is more than 95%, with improvement seen in positive changes in their life, increased self-confidence and self-esteem, decreased self-consciousness about their appearance, and overall improvement in quality of life. Postoperative psychological reactions are seen in about half the patients, these primarily being anxiety and depression of varying degrees. Predictors of patient satisfaction include the desire for self-image improvement in contradistinction to a change in life situation. Negative predictors include male sex, young age, unrealistic expectations, relationship disturbances, and preexisting psychological pathology. The importance of good patient selection in achieving a satisfied patient is outlined and emphasized.
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Cosmetic surgery continues to be an increasingly popular avenue for improvement of body image, with 15.9 million surgical and minimally invasive cosmetic procedures performed in the United States in 2015, up 2% from 2014.1 As with any surgical procedure in medicine, the key to a successful outcome often stems from appropriate patient selection. This holds particularly true when considering cosmetic surgery patients. When considering patient selection, psychology of the cosmetic patient can lie at the forefront of decision-making. A patient who is satisfied after cosmetic surgery is usually satisfied due to his/her perceived positive change in body image. Rhinoplasties aim to make the patient look different albeit better, while facelifts aim to make the patient look like a better version of themselves.2

The psychology of the aging face patient may be the most important factor in patient selection for a successful outcome. The surgeon is in essence providing a vehicle for hope and expectation of enhanced self-esteem and self-confidence. While the primary goal is creating an outward appearance that reflects the patient’s inner spirit and
sense of beauty, there is no relationship between degree of deformity and psychological concern or between the amount of improvement and subjective facial satisfaction. There are a multitude of factors that incorporate into patient satisfaction, including objective results, perioperative care, meeting expectations, and impact on self-esteem.3

Cosmetic Surgery Patient Profiles

The psychological profile of cosmetic surgery patients has changed with time as illustrated in the literature. Early interview-based studies in the 1950s and 1960s showed that patients had some form of significant psychological pathology.4–6 Subsequent studies with standardized psychometric testing showed less psychopathology in female patients than originally described.7–10

Patients undergoing cosmetic surgery have emotional and social concerns that pertain to facial appearance more so than the general population.11–13 It is this elevated concern that likely leads to the decision to undergo cosmetic surgery. Usually, this elevated concern does not manifest itself as a pathological state. Interestingly, the incidence of body image psychosocial disorders is very low in this population.13 As shown in a quality-of-life survey by Litner et al,14 a positive change in a feature of concern for these patients lead to the subsequent decrease of concern related to that feature. This stands in contrast to a true body image disorder in which no amount of surgical alteration will result in a decrease in the distress associated with it.

The typical facelift patient is middle aged, a time of crisis and stress. There are increasing situational stresses with their lives, as children are often leaving home or they may be going through divorces.2 There are certain positive characteristics that are essential in dealing successfully with middle age. These include having a flexible attitude toward others, healthy sense of self-regard, ability to realize one’s own limitations, willingness to ask for and accept help, and a variety of interests. Facelift patients often are deficient in many of these characteristics.9,15,16 Webb et al15 showed, although dated, their average facelift patient as a 48-year-old Protestant white woman with a high school education living an upper middle class lifestyle. This has changed over time, as the American Society of Plastic Surgeons reports the numbers of Caucasian patients has declined while patients of other ethnicities that have cosmetic surgery has been rising. In 2002, 84% of patients were Caucasian. In 2008, it had declined to 73%. Hispanic patients over the same period rose from 6 to 10% of patients and African American patients rose from 6 to 8%.17

Webb et al15 described 72 facelift patients, 48 of which had been referred for psychiatric evaluation. Of these 48, 34 (70%) had been assigned psychiatric diagnoses (albeit not serious ones). The most common included neurotic depressive reaction, emotional unstable personality, and passive dependent personality. Of the cohort of 72 patients, 15 (21%) had psychiatric treatment for emotional disturbance of a mild to moderate degree at some point in the past. In comparison, a major depressive disorder affects 14.8 million American adults, approximately 6.7% of the U.S. population age 18 and older in a given year.18 Approximately one in five adults in the United States (43.8 million or 18.5%) experience some form of mental illness in a given year.19

Body Image and Cosmetic Surgery

Body image is defined as the perception of oneself over time. This is a complicated concept, as it encompasses perceptions, thoughts, and feelings about the body. There can be many different outside influences, including development, perception, and sociocultural. Ultimately, body image is the way we see ourselves and the way we perceive others to see us. Sarwer and Crerand described the importance of physical appearance in daily life, as those considered physically attractive received preferential treatment in nearly every situation, including employment, medical care, legal proceedings, and romantic encounters. There were four elements that made up one’s body image: the physical reality of appearance, the perception of appearance, the relative importance of appearance, and the degree of dissatisfaction with appearance.20

Franzoi and Koehler21 compared the attitudes toward body image in young and elderly adults. They found that the elderly displaced more negative attitudes toward body features typically associated with facial attractiveness (lips, eyes, cheek/cheekbones). They noted that with aging, the differences moved them further from the cultural beauty standard. This supports Sarwer and Crerand20 who felt that the dissatisfaction with one’s appearance is the principal motivator for seeking cosmetic surgery.

Fooken22 demonstrated that health variables and comorbidities were of little to no significance in explaining the development and/or maintenance of sexual interest and activity in old age. It is one’s sense of body image that was the determinant of well-being and keeping sexuality alive with progressive aging. Vamos et al23 looked at body image concerns in relation to hand appearance in those with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). They found that negative feelings about one’s hands were a significant predictor for those who desired surgery and remained significant when accounting for age, duration of arthritis, grip strength, and objective ratings of hand attractiveness. This suggests that in patients with RA, their self-perception of their hands and their associated emotional response plays a large role in those who elect to have cosmetic hand surgery. This aligns with ideas proposed by several authors that body image is linked to appearance and is an integral part of the psyche, which is a powerful motivator throughout one’s lifetime.2,8,9,15,20

Female Facelift Patient Characteristics

Webb et al15 characterized facelift surgery patients into groups by their age. They classified the age 29 to 39 the “emotionally dependent group.” This group was characterized as insecure and had difficulty with adult responsibilities. Those who were married were extremely emotionally dependent on their significant others, and those
who were widowed were unable to develop new relationships. Those with children displayed difficulty assuming the parental role, and their feelings toward their own parents were both hostile and dependent.

The 40 to 50 age group was termed the “worker group.” This group included patients with stable relationships who were committed to their work. Their most important relationships were with their coworkers. Of all the groups, they displayed the greatest anxiety and ambivalence about aging.

The over 50 age group was termed the “grief group.” They were characterized by grief reactions, with 90% of patients having lost someone important to them within 5 years of their consultation. Sixty percent of patients displayed continued grief following the death of a loved one or separation from their children. However, they viewed accepting outside help from others as a weakness, being described as “hyper-independent” in attitude. This differed from the younger dependent patients. In comparing eight facelift patients with seven control patients, Webb et al showed that facelift patients were ambivalent about close relationships and feared intimacy and dependency. They were more likely than the control group to suffer from depression, loneliness, grief, and loss. One of the most important things to them was the feeling of achievement. They remained excessively concerned about aging and the possibility of future abandonment. They were more sensitive to the discrepancy between their physical appearance and inner nature.

Goin et al described a cohort of 50 female facelift patients (average age of 56 years) who underwent semistructured psychiatric interviews and testing of their personalities. Of the cohort, 75% of patients financed their operations themselves, with 54% of patients married, 24% divorced, 18% widowed, and 4% single. In contrast to the Webb et al’s series, they found that overall the group was fairly normal, with 76% achieving normal scores on the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), and 24% had a mildly abnormal score, displaying personality characteristics such as passive-aggressive personality, introverted personality, impulsive character disorder, and hysterical personality. There were no psychotic patients in the cohort. Fifty percent of the women were perfectionistic in nature, with high expectations of themselves and inability to admit mistakes. This perfectionistic personality has been described as one of the dangerous personality types to operate on (– Fig. 1).

Goin et al described two predominant personality patterns, the first being aggressive, assertive, energetic people with the tendency to display poor judgment in sexual or social situations, while the second group would appear to be extroverted and socially outgoing, but maintain superficiality in their personal relationships.

**Male Facelift Surgery Patients**

Edgerton et al described a cohort of eight male patients, two of which underwent operations. All eight had a history of emotional illness and had psychiatric diagnoses by the psychiatrists in their study. Unlike female patients, no males had the loss of someone close to them as a motivation for surgery. These patients displayed a closer relationship with their mothers and were often hostile toward their fathers. They displayed excessively high personal expectations, which were a stark contrast to their otherwise dependent and passive orientation. Edgerton et al suggested at that time that a facelift may help a male patient, but should only be undertaken in conjunction with a psychiatrist. In contrast, Baker felt the only problem with operating on male facelift patients was hiding their scars.

Litner et al showed a higher level of dysfunction in male patients compared with females. This higher baseline also had a larger improvement in postoperative quality of life in the male demographic as well. The one subcategory that did worsen after surgery in males was “self-consciousness of facial appearance.” This could have been secondary to social stigma associated with males and cosmetic surgery, healing time, or less ability to camouflage the incisions.

**Motivations for Facelift Surgery**

The motivations behind surgery vary extensively from person to person and true motivations may even remain subconscious. Edgerton et al categorized motivations based upon their age classifications. As noted, the “emotionally dependent group” (age 29–39) displayed histories of internal psychological conflicts. They are often of a lower income and because of this are highly motivated due to the expense nature of the operation. In contrast, the “worker group” (age 40–50) were motivated by the effect their more youthful/attractive appearance would have on their careers. The “grief group” (older than 50 years of age) were characterized as lonely and depressed, with two-thirds grieving over the death of a loved one. Their main motivations tended to be gaining self-confidence, self-esteem, and a new chance to make friends.

Male patients were often in the midst of making critical life decisions at the time of operation. They hoped their operation would allow them to achieve an idealized personality, make them self-sufficient and vigorous, and free them from any signs of aging.

In Goin et al’s series, 20 patients of the original cohort of 50 underwent extensive psychiatric test and evaluations. They were extensively counseled during consultation that the “correct motivation” for seeking a facelift was to feel better about themselves and not to please or change the way others saw them. The patients agreed and would even go so far as to shake their heads at the idea of anyone being foolish enough to influence others with an aesthetic operation. All patients subsequently did psychiatric long-term evaluation and follow-up during which it was revealed that their agreement and understandings of the surgeon’s point about motivations was superficial and done so that the surgeon would see them as being an ideal patient. Of the 20 patients, 12 (60%) would later go on to reveal their true “foolish” motivations to the psychiatrist. In some of the cases, their true motivations were not consciously recognized by the patient until postoperatively.

The groups with different postoperative motivations fell mainly into three groups. First were women who
preoperatively expressed realistic expectations such as improving sagging skin and appearance. Their motivations were later found to be a desire for greater involvement with younger people or the belief the operation would make them feel physically younger. These patients would often discuss the nature of modern society to be youth-centered and how social and cultural options were more limited with aging. The abandonment by friends, family, and society in general was a big fear of theirs. These patients displayed insight into their motivations, knowing their expectations were illogical. Likely in part due to this, those patients who did not achieve their goal accepted the situation relatively well.

The second group of patients had a motivation of reawakening their husband’s interest and improving their marriages. One patient believed that her operation might cure her husband’s impotence. She underwent an episode of anxiety and irritability during her fifth postoperative week, which was diagnosed as the flu by her general practitioner. It may have actually been an agitated depression brought on by the realization that her facelift had not changed her husband’s situation. The third group of patients had miscellaneous motivations, including getting better jobs. A minister realized her motivation had been for her own “vanity” as opposed to increasing her ability to help others as she had preferred to think. Interestingly, the unrealistic motivations had no influence on these patients’ overall assessment of their results. Patients with unrealistic “magical” expectations had the same satisfaction with the operation as those with realistic expectations.

Of the 20 patients, 8 had no changes in postoperative motivations. They had been open preoperatively with motivations such as improving relationships with others or expressing the fear of abandonment by younger people.

### Patient Satisfaction Following Facelift Surgery

Leist et al²⁶ described a series of 324 facelift patients and reported that 40% of patients complained about some aspect of...
their surgery. They noted a dissatisfaction rate of 12.6% patients complaining of things such as the operation not lasting long enough, the results were not worth the cost, or that not enough was done and 11.8% of dissatisfied patients complaining of unacceptable scarring. In a later series by Goin et al., 9 60% of patients regarded their results as excellent and 38% rated it as good. Edgerton et al.26 had patients, surgeon, psychiatrist, and neutral third-party rate the results of patient facelifts 2 to 12 years after the operation. Ninety-four percent of patients (60/64) rated their results as “excellent,” with the remainder as “good.” The surgeon was a bit more critical, rating 83% (53/64) of the same cohort as “excellent,” 14% (9/64) as “good” and 3% (2/64) as “fair.” The third-party was in the middle, with 89% (57/64) rated as “excellent,” 8% rated as “good,” and 3% (2/64) rated as “fair.” These operations were much more extensive than many of today’s facelift methods, including coronal incisions along with a mastoid incision brought posteriorly to meet in the posterior midline of the neck with a large triangle of skin removed. Edgerton et al would go on to state that “every patient receiving rhytidectomy at Johns Hopkins Hospital told us that she was glad she had the operation.”

Sinno et al.27 used the FACE-Q patient reported outcome instrument to assess 105 patients undergoing facelift procedure by a single author in areas including psychological well-being. Overall satisfaction rate with their appearance was high, scoring 80.7 on the 100-point scale. Psychological well-being (92.8), early life impact (92.2), and social confidence (90.4) all scored well. Specifically, patients were most satisfied with the appearance of their nasolabial folds (86.2), cheeks (86.1), and lower face/jawline (86.0). The least satisfaction occurred with the area under the chin (67.9).

Psychological Improvements from Facelifting

In Leist et al.’s study,26 85% of patients reported an improved sense of well-being. They noted improved ease in social situations, a decrease in derogatory feelings about oneself, and improved satisfaction with their status in life. Also, 25% of patients reported their work situation improved. More than half of patients noted a positive change in their lives after the operation, such as a new job, marriage, promotions or raise. Some noted new relationships or termination of a bad relationship. Interestingly, 36 of the patients were followed postoperatively and 16 were subsequently diagnosed or noted in record review to be moderately or severely depressed at the time of surgery.

Goin et al.8 noted 98% of patients reported good or excellent results when the patients subjectively rated their improvement. Fifty-two percent of patients were judged by psychiatrists to demonstrate psychological improvement. Twenty-eight percent of patients had improved self-esteem and self-confidence. Improved ability to cope with their lives was found in 8%. Another 8% noted more confidence and assertiveness in their work. A further 8% who were grieving a loved one at the time of operation found their grief diminished significantly after the operation and remained improved throughout the study period. Despite the high incidence of postoperative depression (54%), there was a small reduction in the subjective feeling of depression during the postoperative period on the Beck Depression inventory.

Recently, Jacono et al.28 were able to demonstrate a significant increase in self-esteem in facelift patients who started out with low levels but not with average or high levels. Alves et al.29 reported a prospective study of 32 facelift patients with self-esteem scores significantly improving at 2 and 6 months postoperatively. They also showed improvement in mental health subscale scores on a validated psychometric instrument, especially with depression and anxiety.

Friel et al.30 reported a patient satisfaction rate of 97.8% at 1 year after facelift surgery and 68.6% at 12.6 years using the Owsley Facelift Satisfaction Score. Liu and Owsley31 further subdivided the patients based on age groups; greater satisfaction was seen among the younger patients at both time intervals (1 and 12.6 years). The authors analyzed photographic results of patients from their survey and found that the younger age group consistently scored higher positive ratings and had longer lasting improvement of their main anatomical area of correction.

Impact of Cosmetic Surgery on Quality of Life

Litner et al.14 were able to demonstrate a significant improvement on a validated quality-of-life survey for cosmetic surgery patients, including both rhinoplasty and aging face. The greatest improvement occurred in the “general self-consciousness of appearance” category, with the least improvement noted in the “self-consciousness of sexual and bodily appearance” Category. Men had higher baseline levels of distress preoperatively and had a greater overall percentage improvement in their scores postoperatively. Age was also an important factor, as the greatest percentage improvement in quality-of-life scores was noted in those older than 50 years of age. The youngest age group actually had a deterioration in scores for “self-consciousness of sexual and bodily appearance” and “facial appearance” on their postoperative surveys. The rhinoplasty patients in this cohort had a higher improvement in quality of life than those undergoing aging-face procedures. This difference was primarily seen in the “general self-consciousness of appearance” and “negative self-concept” categories. Patients undergoing aging-face procedures had a larger quality-of-life improvement in the “self-consciousness of facial appearance” and “sexual and bodily appearance satisfaction” categories.

Postoperative Psychological Reactions

Goin et al.8 noted some sort of psychological disturbance at some point in the postoperative period in 54% of the patients. There was no statistical correlation between the occurrence of these disturbances, and preoperative expectations, marital status, bereavement, relationship with spouse or children, paying for the operation themselves, surgeon’s feelings toward the patient being a good/
bad patient, patient concerns about death, or the occurrence of postoperative complications.

There were four distinct groups among the patients who experienced psychological disturbances during the postoperative period. The first group displayed depression or anxiety within the first 5 postoperative days that disappeared by the end of the first week. The second group displayed transient episodes of depression during the second/third postoperative weeks, while the third group of patients had depression noted in the first 5 postoperative days that continued for several weeks afterward. The last group was depressed during the second/third week postoperatively and remained depressed for several weeks, with two of these patients displaying signs of depression 6 months after their operation.

All patients took a psychological test called FIRO-B (Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation—Behavior), which assessed the patients’ wish or need to be controlled by others as opposed to controlling their own life. Women in the third group (with depression developing a few days after the operation) had a lower than average desire to be controlled. All of these patients desired the facelift procedure to look younger and actually slow or stop the aging process itself. The social and emotional support system around these women was almost nonexistent.

Women in the fourth group (with depression beginning 2–3 weeks after surgery) were above average in their desire to be controlled, and were much lower than the group as a whole in their wish to control their own life. In contrast to the third group, nobody in this group expected their operation to change the aging process. These patients also had a strong support system around them. Their higher scores on the MMPI scale indicated higher levels of neurosis than the other patients as they tended to be introverted and complaining in nature. This group also rated their surgical outcome as much lower than the other patients.

Predictors of Patient Satisfaction

Goin et al.8 showed that in patients with preexisting depression (clinical or subclinical), postoperative depression was much more likely to develop than those without depression at the time of facelift surgery. Patients who expressed preoperatively the desire for self-image improvement were significantly more likely to experience postoperative psychological improvement, while conversely those undergoing the operation to improve jobs were unlikely to experience psychological improvement. Patients who had previously undergone a successful aesthetic operation were less likely to develop postoperative psychological disturbances. If the patient was noted to make the surgeon feel good about his/her work, then that patient was more likely to exhibit a positive mood, describe the operation as a success, complain less, and show fewer psychological symptoms. Interestingly, the reverse held true as well. A systematic review of negative predictive factors for facial cosmetic surgery identified male sex, young age, unrealistic expectations, minimal deformities, demanding patients, “surgiholics,” relationship or familiar disturbances, obsessive personality, and narcissistic personality as significant factors.32 Other papers have additionally cited body dysmorphic disorder, gender reassignment procedures, and sensory changes as being high risk for negative outcomes.10,33

Clinical Implications of Psychology in Selecting Surgical Rejuvenation Patients

While many patients who seek cosmetic surgery meet some criteria for a psychiatric diagnosis, a large review of 37 studies evaluating psychological and psychosocial outcomes of cosmetic surgery found that the majority of these patients achieve a good outcome and are satisfied.34,35 Specific diagnoses associated with dissatisfied patients and/or poor psychological outcomes include body dysmorphic disorder, narcissistic personality disorder, and histrionic personality disorder, which occur in patients seeking cosmetic surgery with a prevalence of 5 to 15%, 2 to 16%, and 9.7%, respectively.36 Furthermore, predictors of a poor outcome included being male, younger, having a psychiatric history, motivations influenced by a relationship, unrealistic expectations, previous surgical procedure that lead to dissatisfaction, and minimal deformity. Patients to be approached with caution have been described as “the dangerous dozen” and are detailed in Fig. 1.24 Unlike some previous studies37,38 another study demonstrated psychosocial outcomes of male elective cosmetic surgery patients when matched with their female counterparts as having more dissatisfaction postoperatively, but not any statistically higher incidence of psychological disorders or disturbances.39 Ideally, a linear correlation would exist between the degree of deformity and degree of patient concern, which would help in the decision regarding when to operate (Fig. 2). However, this has not been shown to be the case.

![Fig. 2 Normalized distribution of patient desirability (from Karimi and Adamson)3). This diagram illustrates that a small percentage of patients are excellent candidates with realistic concerns and expectations, as well as good physical and psychological health. A small percentage are poor candidates (left on the x-axis), who do not demonstrate any or all of these characteristics and should not be operated upon. The majority of the patients are in-between and are manageable with a reasonable expectation of a positive outcome. Patients in roughly the 10th to 20th percentile are those who require the highest level of assessment to determine if they are or are not surgical candidates.](image)
The importance of appropriate preoperative screening of psychological and psychosocial nature cannot be emphasized enough. Body dysmorphic disorder patients suffer from poorer quality of life compared with patients suffering from significant medical illnesses such as type 2 diabetes, obsessive compulsive disorder, bipolar disorder, and schizophrenia. Furthermore, 25% of body dysmorphic patients will have attempted suicide.40–42 While questionnaires and surveys may be helpful in aiding to identify possibly problematic patients, often the surgeon’s intuition with regard to discomfort with a patient may be the primary indicator.

Patient Selection Process

It is important to “think slow” and assess intellectually and professionally the patient seeking elective rejuvenation surgery. It is equally important to “think fast” and listen to one’s so-called gut-instincts. All of this often must be elicited during the initial consultation. It is the preference of the senior author (P. A. A.) to go about this process asking questions including motivations for surgery, effect of potential surgery on their lives, the most important person in their life, and amount of time they spend thinking about their face. Reconciliation of thinking and further exploration with the patient to acquire the information and feelings to make both the patient and surgeon as comfortable as possible in deciding upon treatment is an important aspect of the first encounter.

Conclusions

Patient selection remains one of the most important skills a surgeon must master to achieve optimal results. Although surgeons tend to emphasize technical skills, objective results, and new innovations, patient satisfaction derived through good patient selection is an integral component of a successful practice and professional gratification. The patient selection process for facelift patients is not vastly different from other aesthetic procedures other than that patients with paranoid trends should ideally be identified. Facelift surgery can be a very effective operation at improving quality of life and self-esteem in the correct patient. Buhler43 wrote that the qualities one needs to have a smooth adjustment to middle age and beyond include having a variety of interests, flexible viewpoint of others, and a healthy self-regard. As Webb et al15 noted, facelift patients are often deficient in these qualities. They tend to be rigid in their attitudes and unable to accept help easily. Many patients are depressed, whether clinically or subclinically, at the time of operation. This depression may lead to increased postoperative psychological reactions.

Notwithstanding some of these findings, patient satisfaction levels for facelift procedures are well above 95%. Patients enjoy an improved quality of life and often improved self-esteem. Beauty, social, cultural, personality, and character norms are evolving continuously. Continued higher level studies would be beneficial to further delineate how as facial plastic surgeons we can select the best patients to achieve the most ideal objective and subjective results.
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